
 

 

Ten Minute interviews…, 

This latest ten minutes is with rising stars Finbarr Wormwell and Oscar Ferenczy of team Lethal 

Menace. Finbarr and Oscar have been seriously impressive this year making their way into NJS in 

what can only be described as a truly stunning cadet, GBR 8847 Lethal Menace. They keep on 

showing promise and are pushing hard to challenge some of the more established front runners, so 

what makes them tick, and what are their ambitions? 

Interviewed at a freezing cold NJS squad session in Weymouth they told me their story: 

When did you start sailing? 

Oscar: I started 3 years ago on a Bembridge Scow, single sail gaff rig when I was aged 10 

Finbarr: 3 years ago I had an opportunity to crew in a Cadet so I jumped at it. Team Lethal Menace 

was formed last year. 

What is your best Cadet moment? 

Sailing ourselves into the NJS. 

What was your first boats name? 

Gecko - our lovely 1972 Graduate.  We've still got it, and it's a blast to sail with the new Class rig. 

What animal are you when you sail? 

F&O: Oh…..perhaps a Fox. A little bit cunning, we are always looking for an opportunity. 

Who is your inspiration? 

F&O: Nick Craig, both Dads……. 

What is your top sailing tip? 

Don't Panic!  It's not over till the hooter goes - it's surprising from where in the fleet you can win a 

race! 

Where is your favorite sailing venue, UK and abroad? 

Oscar: Greece!! Finbarr, Torbay and Frensham Pond, but it’s always nice to go somewhere new 

What is your perfect dry bag lunch? 

Oscar: Chocolate - Bounties or a dairy milk, with a flask of soup. 

Finbarr: some kind of wrap and water. 

What is your dream boat? 

Finbarr: oh a moth,  

Oscar: Ben Ainsley’s America's cup yacht…. 

Thank you to…… 
Both: Definitely all parents, all the people at Frensham Pond, especially Doug Targett., and Tom 
Mallindine too 


